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Abstract

The goal of this research was to design a lowpower 8-bit, 200 MHzdigital-to-analog

converter suitable for use in an integrated basestation transmitter - and eventually in a

transceiver. Hiere were many challei^es throughout the design process, includii^

determining the matching requirements of the devices, investigating -vdiat percent^e of

segmentation shouldbe used, andexaminii^ the s^nal-to-noise ratio vs.powertradeoff.

A filter and mixer that directly follow the digital-to-analog converter were fully

designed. A prototype of the DAQ filter, andmixer that represented the RF front-end of a

basestation transmitter on the same silicon was built in a .25 )im process. To test the chip, a

4-layer PCB boardwas also designed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The use of wireless communication devices has proliferated in the past decade.

Cellular phones have become a ubiquitous aspea of daily life in America, andeven more so

in countries with relatively expensive copper-wire based phone systems such as Finland and

Sweden (of course, having dominant companies nearby such as Nokia and Ericsson has

helped!). Despite theirpopularity, however, these devices have limited bandwidth andfor the

most part are limited to voice and text transmissions. A decade ago, those were the only

major communication applications and thus these low bandwidth devices were perfecdy

sufficient. "With the explosion of the Internet, however, users areexpectir^ - no, (ktmndmg-

much higher bandwidth wireless links [Figure 1.1]. Images, sound, and video are onlya few

examples of the applications that can utilize this increased capacity. Eventually, high-speed
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Figure 11. Wreless devices, from low-bandwidth to high-bandwidth: The Palm VII, Nokia 7110 cell phone, National
Semiconduaor WebPAD, artist's renderii^ of anInfoPad prototype.

•wireless links will enable information appliances of all varieties, with devices like the UC

BerkeleyInfoPad and the 3Com Palm VII being prime examples ofthe possibilities.

However, the high-bandwidth aspect is only one part of the envisioned

communication systenx "Wireless devices tend to be mobile, and thus the low po'wer aspea

of the des^n is critical. Afast link does not do one much good ifit can only be used for an

hour before needing to be wired to the wall for a recharge! Thus it is critical for any

transceiver IC designed for "wireless communications to be extremely low power. The third

aspect, as any engineer kno"ws, is low cost. Currently, manufacturing costs of communication

chipsets are relatively hgh due to the number of discrete components needed. Although not

much of a factor for the digital-to-analog converter block, in the mixer, LNA, and filtering

blocks replacing off-chip components can drop the manufacturing price by orders of

magnitude. Thus integration of the digital-to-analog converter with the rest of the

transceiver components isof utmost importance.

The d^tal-to-analog converter was deseed with all these issues in mind. It was
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Figure 1.2. Simulink blockdiagram of a transmitter analog frontend.

then integrated into a basestation transmitter for the single-chip radio. A typical transmitter

block diagram is shown in Figure 1.2.^ The digital backend circuitry generates two digital

signals, the in-phase andthe quadrature bitstneams. These digital bitstreams are converted to

an analog signal in the digital-to-analog converter. Next, the two analog s^nals are then

filtered to remove spikes and other spurious non-idealities, mixed up to the RF frequency,

summed together, and sent offto the power amplifier fortransmission. The specification for

our specific system were a 25 MHz bandwidth, with a carrier frequency of 1.96 Ghz, and

was deseed to support upto 15 users with data rates of upto 1.6 Mbit/second.^ Please see

Appendix Afora slighdy more detailed description of transmitter operation.

Byworking closely with the designer of the following stages, it was determined that

if the speed of the digital-to-analog converter could be increased, the requirement on the

subsequent low-pass filter would be relaxed. Thus the specification on the DAC was raised

from 100 MHz to 200 MHk, reducing the filter des^ from third order to first order.

Examples like this illustrate the advantage of performing a system-level design rather than

designing each block individually. The final design was built ina .25 |Xm double-poly CMOS

process, andaPCB board was designed to test the chip.
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1.2 Thesis Qiganization

The different approaches to digital-to-analog converter design are discussed in

Qiapter 2. In Qiapter 3, a description of the des^ methodology used for this specific

d^tal-to-analog converter is given, as well as thoughts about how well the design will scale

for future technologies. In Qiapter 4, measurement and performance results from the

prototype built in .25 pm CMOS are described. Finally, in Qiapter 5 conclusions from the

project are drawn.
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Chapter 2

Digital-to-Analog ConverterArchitectures

2.1 Overview

Digital-to-analog converters can be built using several different topologies. Each

topology has various strer^jths and weaknesses, which can be summarized byseveral criteria:

integral non-linearity, differential non-linearity, monotonicity, chip area (in terms of die size),

settling time, and matching requirements. This section briefly examines the different

architectures and discusses their pros and cons. Next, the topology chosen for the

implementation - a current-steering architecture - will be examined insome detail.

2.2 Resistor-Ladder (Voltage Divider) Architecture

The resistor-ladder architecture is by far the simplest D/A implementation. It is
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Figure 2.2a. Resistor-ladder DACwith thermometer decodii^.

essentially a string of identical resistors in series, with the "top** resistor tied to power and

the "bottom" resistor tied to ground [Figure 2.2a]. The nodes in between each resistor have

different voltages depending on their proximity to power (Le. nodes that are higher in the

ladder have higher volt^es), and by usir^

thermometer or binary decoding on the digital

signal one specific node can be selected as the

correct analog voltage. Ihe numberof resistor

elements determines the resolution of the

resistor-ladder DAQ an mhii DAC requires a R+(N-3)AR

ladder with 2" resistors. "VWth this exponential

growth in the number of elements, clearly for

higher-bit requirements the size of the DAC

grows prohibitivelylarge. R

R+(N-1)AR

R-h(N-2)AR

Vref

VN-1

—O

VN-2

—O

Vl

•o

Figure 2.2b.Modelii^ resistor mismatch with
a linear gradient.
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Resistor-ladder converters have some benefits besides simplicity of design. Theyare

inherendy monotonic as long as the switching elements are designed correcdy. The DNL is

relatively low compared to other architectures; to calculate explicidy, it is most intuitive to

model resistor mismatch by a linear gradient [Figure 2.2b]. Then the DNL can be calculated

by subtracting the difference between two elements Vj and from the ideal value of 1

LSB, V^,/N:

/-I

^{R+kUt)
V

J N-\

A=0

REF

jR+JO
2

N(N-D
NR+^ ^AR

DNLj=Vj^,-Vj-

N-l ARKREF

R*N

^ven R»(N'l)AR/2, From this derivation, it is clearthat the worst-case DNL error occurs

at7=1 and ;=N-1.^ As the maximum DNL error must be less than 1 LSB to prevent the

system from losing a bit of resolution.

The maximum INL can be calculated in a similar fashion. INL is defined as the

deviation of the actual tap voltage from the ideal tap voltage, andthus for a linear gradient

the INL is as follows:

INL, =J-V^-J TV

JR+J(J 1)^
2 y

N(N-l)
NR+ ^ ^AR
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Using the same assumption as for the DN L calculation, it becomes apparent that INLj

reaches a maximum of NKref(A/?/8/?) atj=N/2.

Of course, assuming a linear gradient is a rather naive model A more accurate model

uses random mismatch to model the resistors. Razavi [3] goes through a detailed derivation

of random mismatch, and byusir^ a Gaussian probability distribution function arrives at a

maximum INL error of:

R

This maximum error again occurs at j==N/2, though this value is a standard deviation and

thus a likelihood measurement rather thana deterministic number [3]. Note that this erroris

s^nificandy less than the error predicted "with a linear gradient, as in the random mismatch

model individual errors tend to cancel each other outrather than adding systematically.

Resistor-ladder DAGs have fallen out of favor recendy for several reasons. The

absolute resistor values for our process varied by over 50% from slow to fast processes,

which can create significant differences in power consumption from chip to chip.

Furthermore, there was no matching information so determining mismatch ratios between

resistors on the same chipwas difficult. Finally, resistor-ladder DAGs tend to be slowdueto

the large resistance load on the output. This can be avoided in several ways (small resistor

values or large output buffers), but each method bums a significant amoimt of power. Thus,

in modemCMOS processes, a resistor-ladder DAGisprobablynot the bestsoludon.

2.3 Chaige Division Architecturc
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A second main architecture for digital-to-analog converters is charge division. An

example of a charge division circuit is shown in Figure 2.3a. Capacitors Q to Qj are all

identically sized, and their bottom plates can switch between Vj^^p and ground - allowing

each capacitor to injea the amount of charge Q = = C^Vppp onto the output node.

Each switch is controlled by the digital thermometer code, and thus the number of nodes

turned on determines the charge onthe output node. The circuit operates in two stages. In

stage one, the switch Sp turns on and all the capacitor bottom nodes are cormected to

ground. This discharges the array of capacitors. Next, in stage two, 5p turns off, and the

digital thermometer code is applied to individual switches. This applies Vppp to all the

capacitors up tothe height ofthe thermometer code (and thus the value ofthe digital sgnal),

and the voltage on the output node is f'Vpp^p/N (where j is the "height" ofthe thermometer

code) [3]. "While this is an unweighted unit-element example of a charge sharing DAQ as

with other topologies it can also be implemented in a binary version by using different
Dn o I

capacitor sizes. '

Dn-io— —

Cn-1

VOUT

Di o— -- — — —

Ci

Vref Sp

Figure 2.3a. Typical charge division DAC topology.
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Qearly, the and control logic for charge sharing digital-to-analog converters is

significantly more complex than that of resistor-ladder topologies. They also suffer from the

same mismatch problems (both linear gradient and random mismatches occur) as resistor-

ladder DACs, and derivations similar to those used inthe previous section can be used to

calculate INL and DNL. Another significant problem with charge-division architectures is

that building decently sized capacitors in CMOS takes a substantial amount of chip area.

Finally, several additional nonlinearities arise, including capacitor voltage dependence and

the nonlinearity of the junction capacitance cormerted to the output node.'̂ Implementing

this topology would have used the most area and still been relatively inaccurate, so it was

ruled out as a possible contender.

2.4 Cuircnt Division Architecturc

A third type of the reference division architectures is current division. As with the

previous two schemes, it operates bydividing a reference current amor^ several transistors,

and then selecting among the various current outputs. A binary implementation is shown

below in Figure 2.4a. The four devices on the leftmost side draw 4/7 of the reference

current, while the center and right sides draw 2/7 and 1/7ofthe reference, respectively. The

digital input than turns onsome of the nodes, which pass their current (II, 21, or 41) to the

output node. The selected currents add, givir^ the analog current representation of the

<%ital input. Sometimes a voltage output isdesired rather thana current one, and to convert

the output to a voltage simply requires attaching a resistor between the output node and

power. Alternatively, a transimpedance amplifier may be used to provide the current to

voltage conversion [3].
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Tbere are two major drawbacks with current division topologies. First, the stackof

current dividing transistors positioned above reduces the available output voltage range,

and thus can be impractical in lowvoltage circuits. This is dangerous: if the outputvoltage

decreases enough, the current dividers may go out of saturation. Secondly, since each device

divides the reference current, must be N (the totalnumber of inputlevels) times greater

than each of the output currents. This can require a huge device to provide the current

source. Obviously, this is mainly a problem in a circuit with uniform current division, and

can be avoided by using a binary implementation. Binary implementations, however, suffer

from non-monotonicity and thus are avoided unless space is a primary concem. To avoid

these drawbacks, designers generally implement current steering digital-to-analog converters

rather than current dividing topologies. These current steering topologies will now be

examined.

Vb

lOUT

MSB 0 B2^ 6 LSB 6

41 ^21
<1 »

1 ]

.) Iref

Figure 2.4a. Basic current division DACcircuit, using binaryweighting.
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2.5 Currcnt-steering Architectuies

Current-steering architectures differ from current dividing architectures in that they

replicate a reference current source rather thandivide it. As shown in Figures 2.5a and2.5b,

the reference source is simply replicated in each branch of the DAQ and each branch

current is switched on or off based on the input code. For the binary version, the reference

current is multiplied by a power of two, creatdrg larger currents to represent higher

magmtude digital signals. In the unit-element version, each current branch produces an equal

amount of current, and thus 2*^ current source elements are needed. When the digital input

increases by1 LSB, one addition current source is tumed on. Although unit-element arrays

have the drawback of much larger area, they also have the benefit of guaranteed

monotonicity. At the midcode, when the digital input increments in either direction, the

analog output is varied by one switch turning on or off. Binary arrays contain no such

Di D2

lOUT

• • •

I

• • • Dn

Thermometer Code

Figure2.5a. Umt-element current-steering DAC

I 1 I 1
I (i) 1^=2°'I (t)'̂ 2l/ I (l)lk=2K-i/

(!)
Di

(!)
D2

lOUT

• • •

(!)
• • • Dk

Binary Code

Figure2.5b. Binarycurrent-steering DAC
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guarantee, as during midcode transitions "^ere the MSB source is vaiyii^ one direction and

the LSB sources are vailing another direction (Le. binary Oil to 100 transition

corresponding to a decimal 3 to 4 transition), the output can change by substantially more

than 1 LSB - causing a potentially substantial glitch [Figure 2.5c]. [3,5] Thus a binary array is

not a goodchoice for applications when monotonicity is an important criterion.

A second advantage of unit-element DACs over binary-weighted types is matching.

The matching requirement is s^nificantly reduced, as 50% matching of the unit current

source results in a DNL of under 0.5 LSB [Figure 2.5d].^ For the binary-we^hted version,

the severity of the matchir^ problem is determined by the weight of the bit [F^ure 2.5e].

4 Isb

1 isb
If"—

1 switch 4 switches
Figure 2.5f. Glitch advantage forthennometer-
coded DAG

+50%

Tolerance —

•50% *— one step

Figure 2.5d.Matching tolerance for
thermometer coding.

3
Q.

"3
o

a>
o

S 5
<

Time

Figure 2.5c.Glitch disadvantage for binary-weighted
DAG

•4l^ •4f'—•

Input Code
Figure 2.5e. Matching problems hurt DNL
performance forbinary-weighted DAG
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The matching of the MSB current source transistor must be extremely accurate, and is the

DNL limiter for the entire c%ital-to-analog converter.

A third benefit of thermometer coding is that glitches do not contribute to

nonlinearity. This is seen in Figure 2.5f, which illustrates that the size of the glitch in

thermometer-coded DACs is proportional to the number of switches that switch at a given

sample time. "When the step is small (i.e. one LSB changes), the glitch is extremelysmall, and

when the step is larger (Le. four LSB's change), the glitch is larger. However, since the

number ofswitches that change is proportional to the size ofthe signal step, the magnitude

ofthe glitch is direcdy proportional to the amplitude ofthe signal step. Thus the glitch does

not cause anynonlinearity intheconverter's analog output signal.

For a more quantitative explanation, consider the argument described in Lin and

Bult's paper, and illustrated in Figure

2.5g. [5] It shows a sine wave input

signal, where x(y^ is the digital input at

sarriple n and is the analog output

at sample ru For the purposes of this

proof, the analog s^nal is broken

into two parts, the current sources a

that were on during the previous

sample and the new current source h

that are in the process of switching.

- b*(x(n)-x(n-1))

a*(x(n-1))

•»

sample

Switching unit current source

Non-switching unit current source

Therefore the value of the analog Figure Isg-Woutput function for thenuometer-
coded DAC
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signal due to the non-switching elements a isa*x(n-lj, with *^x(n-l)'* lepresentii^ the value of

the <%ital input s^al in the previous clock cycle. The switching cuirent sources are labeled

in the diagram andfor a given sample contribute y^x(r^-x(n-l)] to the analog outputs^al,

where "[x(ri)-x(n-l)]'* is the difference between the current andprevious values of the digital

inputsignal Given these twoparts, the totalvalue of the analog outputis equal to:

y(n) = a* x(n -1) -H 6 *[x(«) - x(n -1)]

As "d* and are constant and independent of x(«), the output signal is onlylinearly

dependent onx(«), andthus distortion caused bythe glitches iseffectivelyzero.

Fromthe previous discussion it is clear thatunit-element digital-to-analog converters

have several advantages over binary-weighted converters. However, as mentioned

previously, they have one large drawback theytake a tremendous amount of area. 2^current

source elements are necessary to generate the correct output signal, and therefore for

resolutions above 8 bits using an entirely unit-element array becomes less attractive. When

the DAG specification calk for high resolution as well as good linearity and monotonicity, a

combination of the binary-we^hted and unit-element arrays can be used to create a

segmented analog-to-digital converter.

2.6. Segmented Architectuies

This section is a quick dkcussion of segmented DAGs. For the converter builtin this

project, it was not necessary to segment the design as the specification called for a relatively

lowresolution of 8 bits, andfurthermore there was not anyconstraint on chip area. In fact,

even if size had beenimportant, the overhead incurred byusing segmentation for sucha low
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Figure 2.6a.Anexample of an 8-bit segmented architecture.

resolution would probably have resulted in more area usage than an entirely thennometer-

coded design. With these caveats in mind, it is important to remember that future designs

may require higher resolutions and thus the use of a segmented design may bedesirable.

Segmented des^ns combine thermometer-coding and binary-weighted codir^ in a

single DAC Thermometer-coded converters have significandy better DNL, while binary-

weighted converters use less area. To take advantage of this, thermometer coding is used for

the MSBs of the converter, while binary weightir^ is used for the LSBs. A typical

architecture is shown in F^ure 2.6a.^ This is an 8-bit DAQ with the current from the 5

MSBs created by the thermometer-coded array and the current from the 3 LSBs generated

by the binary-weighted array. To make the array rectangular (as opposed to a lor^, two-

dimensional line of 127 ctirrent sources), two binary-to-thermometer decoders are

implemented, creating a matrix of current sources. The outputs from this array feed into the
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node /<XT» "which is also sourcing current from the binarj^-we^hted current sources. This

output current then represents the analog output, "which can be converted to a voltage if

required by a resistor or transimpedance amplifier.

The obvious question that then arises is how much to segment the converter (Le.

how many bits should be represented by a unit-element array and how many by binary-

•weighted elements). This issue "was analyzed in [5], "via a MATLAB simulation. 1024 current

sources were randomly generated, each with a mean of 1 LSB and a standard deviation Gof

0.2 LSB's. For the themiometer-coded architecture, 1024 individual cells were created, each

with one current source, "vdiile for the binary^weighted architecture, 10 cells "were created.

The first cell representing the MSB had 512 current sources, the next MSB had 256, etc.

Next, simulations -were run to determine the INL and DNL for each topology. The results

are shown in Table 2.6a. Note that the INL results are equal for the two topologies, -while

the DNL performance of the binary-we^hted des^ is dramatically "worse than the

thermometer-coded. The author thenestimated the area required to achieve a given linearity

M Requirement S®S8 5BinaryWeighted Thermometer Coded

.dDNL

Area(maintain INL=0.5-lsb) 256'^A^

"^Area (maintain rNL=l-lsb) : , 64*A„Qij
- ^

Area (maintain DNL=0.5-lsb 1024*A^^

256^A^

Kk

Table 2.6a.Area requirements to achieve specific INL/DNL as determined byMatlab simulation.
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performance using a rough approximation provided byPelgrom et al7

Area ©c -K-

These results arealso in Table 2.6a. Notice that to achieve a given INL the analog area is the

same for the two topologies, wMe to achieve a given DNL specification the analog area for

the binary-weighted device is 1024 times as large as the thermometer-coded area.

Taking theircue from BWRC design methodologies, LinandBult usedthese Matlab

results to create an area versus segmentation plot. This plot allows the derivation of the

optimal degree of segmentation. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6b. On the far leftof the chart,

where the segmentation is 0% (Le. completely binary-weighted implementation), the total

area is the same as derived in the table, or This point is dominated by the size

require ement to meet the DNL specification. As segmenution increases, the normalized

area required decreases, as the thermometer-coded array uses much less area thanthe savings

generated by reducing resolution necessary in the binary-weighted section. However, at a

normalized area of 2^* the INL requirement becomes the limitir^ specification, which

Atotal forDNL » 0.5-l8b, (NL = tO-lsb

AmLaliMab

binary thermometer
Figure 2.6b. Area required versus percentage of
segnientation.
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Figure 2.6c.Totalhannonic distortion as a
(unction of segmentation.
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is equivalent for both the binary-weighted section and the unit-element array. Thus the area

remains constant for certain degrees of segmentation, as shown bythe straight line in the

center of Figure 2.6b. Eventually, however, the decoding logic demanded by the

thermometer-coded section begins to dominate, with an area of •nfiere is

the area of the digital decoding logic in each current source cell As the number of current

sources exponentially increases with a higher percentage of segmentation, this digital logic

area is the dominant factor in the size of the converter.

Given this plot, it would seem that any point on the horizontal line would be an

optimal level of segmentation. Flowever, this is not correct. As mentioned in Section 2.5, the

glitch performance of thermometer coding is significantly better than that of binary

weighted sections. Thus the more bits that are contained in the LSB section, the higher the

glitch frequency. In fact, each additional binaryweighted bit contributes a factor of two to

the total harmonic distortion (THD) figure for the circuit, as shown in Figure 2.6c. [5]

Therefore, the optimal degree ofsegmentation occurs at the rightmost part ofthe horizontal

line inthe plot, which is still aminimum area (limited byINL requirements), meets the DNL

specification, andhasthe smallest THD.

With this information, designing an optimized segmented digital-to-analog converter

becomes relativelysimple. After laying out asingle current source, the respective areas ofthe

c%ital and analog parts can be calculated. Next, matching accuracy for the specific des^

and fabrication process should be determined to calculate the acceptable standard deviation

forindividual current sources. Finally, plotting this data ona graph similar to 2.6b produces

the optimal degree ofsegmentation. At this point, the high-level decision (Le. what degree of
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segmentation to use) has been completed and thedesign can beimplemented.
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Chapter 3

DAG Qrcuit I>esign Techniques

3.1 Overview

Despite the array of (%ital-to-analog converter topologies available, it was relatively

simple to pick which topology to use for this projea. Process tolerances and area

considerations rule out resistor-ladder and charge division architectures, and there are

uniformity issues with current division topologies. This leaves the obvious choice of current-

steeiii^ architectures, which was in fact chosen for the transmitter implementation. This

section discusses des^ decisions made once the architecture choice was finalized, with

emphasis placed on lowpower andtechnology scaling issues.
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Figure 3.1 shows the 100%-segmented (Le. entirely unit-element) DACarchitecture

chosen for this design. The first block the digital input signal encounters is a four-to-one

multiplexor, which converts a 32-bit wide 50 MHz (%ital input s^al into an8-bit 200 MHz

s^nal. This block is stricdy for testii^ purposes; after examining waveforms generated by

the Hewlett-Packard logic analyzer, it was ascertained that the signal produced at 200 MHz

was more or less a sine wave. Compounding the poorsignal generator quality at extremely

high clock rates is the difficulty in getting a signal that fast onto the board. To allay these

fears, the multiplexor was added to reduce the input signal*s clock rate to 50 MHz. Of

course, once the digital backend circuits are complete, they will generate the 200 MHz signal

32
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Figure 3.1Blockdiagram of current-switched segmented DACaichicecture used.
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on-chip andthus the multiplexor block can beremoved.

After the multiplexor, the 8-bit digital s^nal undergoes binaiy-to-thermometer

decoding. The four most s^nificant bits drive the column decoder, while the four least

significant bits drive the row decoder. After decoding, there are 16 row and 16 column bits,

which act as control signals for the current source blocks. The number of current sources

active at a given time is determined bythe value of the input s^nal; for a digital input of

00000000, there will be zero current in Icxfj- and255"/^/:flowing in node Iqijj . For an input

of 11111111 the situation is reversed, andturning on the correct number of current sources

canrepresent all digital values between these two extremes.

The current source blocks are seen in the 16 by 16 matrix, andthe circuitry included

in each is shown in Figure 2>2. Each current source contains digital decoding circuit that

determines whether to tum on or Iq^j based on the row and column signals. The

analog part of the cell consists of a cascoded current source and a differential switch; the

current source is biased with a standard high-swing biasing scheme. PMOS devices were

Columrin

Rown.i
Latch

•out
Figure 3.2. Qirrent source cell
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used in the cunent source because they reduce crosstalk. Previous designers had tried both

NMOS and PMOS for the current sources and found that the crosstalk from digital portions

of the chip is much less inthe P-type devices. This makes logical sense as the PMOS devices

are built in an n-well and therefore is shielded from the substrate.®

The intimate details of the transistor sizing, matching requirements, and po"wer

reductions considered forthedesign will bediscxissed next.

3.2AnalogAspects

Having decided onthe 100% segmented topology, the majority oftime spent onthe

design dealt with the analog aspects of the current source cell. Decisions were made on the

amount of current each source should generate and how small the transistors could be and

still meet matching requirements. Each area will beexplored indetail.

3.2.1Power Consumption

The dominant source of power consumption inthe digital-to-analog converter is the

analog portion of the current source matrix. Since the design is differential, each element is

sourcir^ the reference current regardless of the output value. Thus a rough estimate of total

power consumption (excluding power consumed by the digital blocks, which is almost

negl^ble due to thedynamic nature of the CMOS standard cells) is easy simplymultiplythe

number of current sources bythereference current bythesupplyvoltage:

p _ oA' * /
J-Tot — ^REF ^DDa»

where N is the resolution of the DAG (obviously this onlyholds for a 100%-segmented

current steering topologj). From this derivation it is clear that the power consumed varies
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directly with the reference current chosen, and thus the lowest current possible should be

usedto minimize powerconsumption.

3.2.2Matching requirements

Fromthe previous discussion, it is apparent that ideally the reference current should

be as low as possible. Unfortunately, there are several constraints that provide a minimum

value for the reference current, including matching requirements, signal-to-noise ratio, and

speed considerations. Matchir^ requirements will beanalyzed first.

As defined by Pelgrom, mismatch "is the process that causes time-independent

random variations in physical quantides of identically deseed devices.** [7] Essentially, this

means that each current source in the matrix generates a current that varies slightly fromthe

desired current, Therefore the current sources have to be desired in such a waythat

random variations do not degrade the performance of the circuit below its specifications.

Pelgrom*s paper has become the de facto standard for analysis of transistor

matching, and thus his formula for the standard deviation of saturation current for two

identicallysized devices was used for the des^. This formula is:

4<t'(k„) a^{P)

II ~{Vos-VrJ P' '

•where = + and ^ =—^ +SlD^. Nfost of these vatiables\ TD/ JYL WL '

process-dependent constants. Using these results, an equation for the minimum size device
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that still provides a reasonable current standard deviation can be determined, Bastos

convenientlyprovides this inhis paper^:

1

=2
4A^

Al+
(f^os-yry

AfiiAyp, Vqs, and V-j- are process parameters, while / is the current generated by a given

source and C7; is the relative standarddeviation of one currentsource.

The constraint on / is that we want to minimize current to minimiyp power

consumption. However, the constraint on (Jj is not as clear. Examine the foUowir^

argument. Each current source is controlled bybits ofthe digital input worxl, and must have

an error less than 1/2 LSB. This requirement is simple to meet for the few sources

controlled by the digital LSB's. However, for those controlled by the MSB, this requirement

becomes relatively difficult:

^ 1/2155
— ^0.39%

2^-'LSB

N is the DAC accuracy, and thus in our design N = S. Now, our K^B current source is

essentially built bywirii^ up in parallel•2^"^ current sources, and therefore the INL can be

approximated byadding thevariances of the 128 current sources [8]:

INL^Vi^ ^\SB

Using standard probabilitytheoryto assume that each current source has a value that foUows

a normal distribution, the design yield becomes an important des^ characteristic. A coarse

estimate can be produced with by calculating the p{lNL <MILSB), but Bastos performed
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a Monte Carlo simulation to come up with a more accurate figure of 0.3% for
(^ \

j

This

resulted in a yield estimation of 99%, as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, given Pelgrom*s

equation for (WL)njinj Bastos' value of 0.3% for
J

, and the process parameters for the

fabrication facility being used, the minimum area of the current source needed to fulfill

matching requirements can be determined. For our process (ST Microelectronics 25 jLim

CMOS) and relatively low accuracy requirements, this turned out to be miniscule: the

minimum device area was only2 [Ln^.

3.2.3 Signal-tD-Noise Ratio

To maintain an accuracy of at least 8 bits of resolution, it was imperative that the

signal-to-noise ratio of the DAC remained above 48 dB. To provide a sufficient safety

margin, the design aimed for a signal-to-noise ratio of 60 dB. The signal power was easily

calculated: it was simply a function of the chosen output reference current.

sig 2 •

In the previous equation, N is the number of bitof accuracy (and in this design, the number

of current sources turning on).

The noise poweris dominated bythermal noise in the cascoded currentsources. The

current source transistor itself is the main noise contributor in a given current cell and thus

we approximate the thermal noise power using just this device. Referring to GrayandMeyer,
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the powerof the noise is given by:

0
N ik A WT> >k _ A y 10P . =2*2" *-*4kT*g Afnotse ^ ^ om^

The various factors are as follows. The leading coefficient factor of two is used to account

for the noise added to each current source bythe biasing circuit. 2^ is again the number of

sources actively contributii^ to the noise figure. A/" is the frequency of the baseband signal

(12.5 MHzfor our radio, but setat 30MHzto provide a comfortable safety margin), while g„

2*/„. 2
is estimated as —. Ihe —* AkT factors are all constants.

V 3dsat ^

Once the s^nal and noise powers are derived, the signal-to-noise ratio is justthat: a

ratio:

( P.:. ^
57VR = 10*log

Slg

p .notse y

With a 10 |iamp reference current source, this value turned out to be remarkably high, on

theorderof 84dB. In fact, using these rough estimations, the reference current source could

be reduced to 100 nanoamps andstill provide the desired SNRof 60dB!

At first, simulation did not bearout thesepromisir^ estimations, as something in the

design was causir^ a tremendous amount of noise. Hspice simulations showed a SNR of

around 20 dB. The reader can imagine the ensuing tenor. However, consultation with the

esteemed Mr. Vanderhaegen provided the solution to the problem: the noise generated by

the current source biasing circuit was adding coherentlyintoevery current source since there

was no capacitor on the bias node. Adding a large bypass capacitor to this line resolved the
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problem and Hspice kindly reported an SNRfor the entire DAC of 62 dB. This was quite

sufficient given the 48 dB requirement provided bythe system des^ner.

3.2.4 Speed Requirements

Hiis was a relatively high-speed digital-to-analog converter, and thus the output

current needed to charge thecapacitor load of thesubsequent filter stage was s^nificant. For

this stage, working closely with the des^er of the filter stage proved profitable; he

estimated the output capacitance the DAC would have to drive at around 5 picofarads. To

determine the amount of current necessaryto charge this capacitor fastenough, the standard

formula for charging a cap was used:

I = C*—
At

Assuming a worst-case 2 V (peak-to-peal^ swing and a 200 Mhzclock, the currentneeded to

drive the output loadis:

2VI=5pF* ^ =2mA
200e6Hz

This worst case occurs when the DACtransitions from a digital input value of zero

to an inputvalue of 255 (i.e. all the current sources steeroutput current through the positive

terminal). From the formula, this transition requires at least 2 mA of current to drive the

loadin 5 ns. This drove the des^ choice of 10jiAper current source, which results in 2.56

mAof outputcurrent - sufficient to drive the outputloadfastenough.
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Figiue 3.3.Thehigh-swing cascode biasing circuit utilized intheDAC

3.2.5 Bias Circuitiy

The current source transistor and its cascoded neighbor need to be biased to

produce the desired output current. For this purpose, a standard high-swing bias circuit was

used, as shown in Figure 3.3. The circuit uses a reference current from off-chip. Figure 3.3

does not contain all the transistor details; please refer to Appendix B,which contains actual

schematics. The circuit works as follows. Bymaking the W/L ratio of M9 smaller than the

device it is biasir^ (in this case M6/M8), thevoltage on the gate of M6/M8 in decreased (by

onethreshold voltage)." This provides more headroom byraising the vok^e on the source
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of M6/M8 from -AV-Vj.to —AV, Calculations show thatthe ratio between M9

and the device it is biasing should be Va, but simulations showed that a lower ratio

(approximately 1/6) provided better operation.

To improve matching with the transistors they are biasii^, M5/M7 as well as

M6/M8 are the same sizes as the devices they setting the gate voltage of, but placed in

parallel to achieve the desired width. The same reasoning was used for transistors M12 and

M9; six shorter devices were placed inseries rather thanusing one loi^ device.

The last aspea of the circuit that requires explanation involves devices MIO and

Mil. These are minimum sized devices that function as "startup circuits." Depending on

initial voltages presented to the chip, the biasing circuit may initially bein cutoff mode rather

than the desired saturation. The following illustration will take use MIO as anexample. If the

circuit is in cutoff, the voltage on the gate of MIO will still be above threshold and thus it

will begin to conductor current. This will yank the volt^e on the source of MIO towards

hftii^ the gate voltages of M12, M13, M15, andM17 above cutoff andintothe desired

operatii^ point. The circuit will now be functioning correctly, andMIO will no loiter be a

factor.

3.3 Digital Aspects

Qearly, the design time for a c%ital-to-analog converter is dominated bythe analog

components. However, given its coital interface to the world, standard digital cells playa

role as well. In this section the digital components of the DACwill be briefly discussed. All

the digital blocks were implemented with standard cells, with the exception of the decoder
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Figure 3.4.32-to-8 bitmultiplexor setup. This allo^ 32-bit, 50 input signals to beseen as 8-bit, 200 MHz
signals to the DAC

blocks in the current sources. These were full custom to minimiVp the area - an important

consideration given that there are 256 of them!
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4-to-1 MUX
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MSB8

3.3.14-tx)-1 Multiplexor

The 4-to-l multiplexor is not an integral component to the DAQ in fact, when the

digital backend circuitiy is completed and placed on the same chip as the analog

components, the mux will not be necessary at all. However, ourpattern generatii^ system

here at theBWRC onlyproduces clean signals upto about 50MFfe. Therefore to ensure that

the DACis testable at its specified speed of 200 MH^ a 4-to-l mux was added, as shown in

Figure3.4.

The operation is simple. There are eight 4-to-l multiplexors, one for each digital

input bit. The two flip-flops are wired as a two-bit counter, andthe Q_BAR outputs of the
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flip-flops are used as the selea signal inputs to the eight muxes. The digital inputs change

every 20 ns, while during each clock cycle the multiplexors choose one of the four input

signals. This results in each 8-bit input beir^ fed to the DACat 5 ns intervals, resultir^ in

the desired 200 MHzinputsignal.

3.3.2 Binaiy-to-ThemiometerDecoding Logic

Once the 200 MHz 8-bit digital input stream is established, it must be converted

from binary encoding to thermometer encoding. To control the 256 current sources, the

e^ht bits are divided into the 4 rows and 4 columns, each of which is fed to a binaiy-to-

thermometer decoder block. The logic operation that each decoder performs is shownbelow

in Table 3.1 (note that the table shown is onlyfor a 3-bit decoder; the reader can easily

extrapolate the table to understand howa 4-bit decoder would worki).

The decoder is implemented in the same fashion as the multiplexor, with standard

A B c T1 n n T4 IS Ih n

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 3.L Bmaiy-tothermometer decoding for a 3-bitbinarycoding.
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cell blocks connected manually together. Please see Appendix B for a schematic of the

completed decoder.

3.3.3 Cument Source Decoder

Once the input is translated into thermometer code, the last remaining distal aspect

is the decodii^ logic contained in each current source cell. The goal of this logic is very

simple: the number ofcurrent sources that turn on (Le. the positive output terminal enablec^

should be equal to the value of the thermometer input code. Hie best way to describe the

logic that implements this functionality is as follows. If the previous row is high and either

8 0011

B(nary-to-Thermonneter Decoding

Data in

Figure 3.5.Anexample iUustiatii^ the implementation andfunctionality of the current soiuce decoding logic.
Tie filled-in squares represent thecurrent sources thatare funneling current through thepositive output
terminal
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the current column strobe or the current rowstrobe is high, thenthe current source should

source current through the positive outputterminal Rewritten in logical fashion,

OUT= ROW^.i AND (ROWj, OR CQL^)

After decodii^ the three input signals, the cell latches the result with a simple inverter pair.

The two nodes formed bythe latch control the analog switches, thereby passing the current

througheitherOUTor OUTJxtr.

Figure 3.5 provides an example of the decoder logic fvinctionality for a given binary

input. The eight input bits are separated into the four MSBs and LSBs and passed to the

thermometer-decoding rowand column controller blocks. These blocks translate the binary

input into thermometer code andpass the values into the current source array. Eachcurrent

source cell then decodes the three inputs and latches the output, using the value stored to

control which terminal is enabled.

3.4 Layout Issues

Much of the layout for the DAC was straightforward. All the d^tal blocks other

than those used in the current sources were laid out using standard cells from the ST cell

library. Place and route for these cells was performed by hand, however, due to the low

number of cells needed and the difficulty in using the automatic place and route tools (the

leamii^ curve would have been a few days, and there was a veryshort time till tapeout).

These blocks, which included the row and column decoders, were also laid out with the

intent of havii^ equal spacing between the outputs, allowing for easy connection to the

currentsource array. The last thingthis designer wanted to do was route48 d^tal signals to
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Figure 3.6. Current source cell layout.

the current source array by hand - the possibility ofa mistaken connection was simply too

lai^e!

On the other hand, the layout of the current source cell was extremely time intensive

(Figure 3.6).^^ There were two main goals for this block asquare form factor, so the current

sources could betiled easily, and a small area, as this block would be repeated 256 times! All

the input and outputs pins were arranged so that simply abutting the cells together could
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form the current source array. To minimize the area, a full custom design was performed,

includii^the digital portions of the current source. Afteran initial desi^ pass, the cell was

19|im by 19pm; afterseveral revisions, the size was reduced to 14pm by 14pm - a savir^s

of nearly 50%, quite significant for a cell that will be duplicated 2^ times! However, the

transmitter chip tumed out to be pin-limited, and thus the area savings was not relevant for

this prototype. In the future, when the transmitter is integrated with the digital back end and

receiver front end,this area savir^s could be useful

3.5 Technology Scaling

One of the major frustrations of analog circuits is that they do not scale with

technology as nicely as d^tal circuits do. Of course, analog designers do not mind this fact

as it provides them with excellent job security! Regardless, one of the goals of this design

was to make a DACthat was scalable intothe future. Bygoing with a relatively simple design

that onlyutilized unit-weighted current sources, this goal was achieved. To achieve the same

performance on a newprocess, the onlyelement in the desi^ that would needto be redone

is the analog portion of the current source cell Everythir^ else should scale cleanly, the

current source digital decodir^logic, the rowandcolumn decoders, etc.

There are several reasons vfiy the analog devices in the current sources - just two

transistors! - require a full redesign. First, as charmel lengths decrease, the current drive of

the transistor decreases. Therefore to maintain the same speed (assuming the DACis drivirg

a similar loac^, the current source cannot be arbitrarily scaled down. A second reason

involves matching requirements. As devices shrink, the matchirg accuracy between
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individual current sources becomes poorer. This hurts INL performance and decreases the

SNR, andprovides a finite limit for howmuch the designer canshrink the transistor current

source. Finally, the current source cell is the critical component of the design in terms of

area - there are 2^of them in the converter! Therefore a tight custom layout is critical for

minimizing area consumed bythe current source array, andchanging the relative size of any

transistors in the cell result in the need for a complete redesign. However, once the current

source is completed, simply tiling the individual sources andconnecting the rowandcolumn

decoders cancreate thefinal array. Simple!

Given the relative ease of redesignmg the unit-element DAC to scale with

technology, it would seem to make sense to create an automatic layout generator for the

device. This was attempted several years ago atBerkeley, with rather unappealing results. A

TechnologyInfo

MOSFET model

Matching =f(w,l)^

CDesign Files for
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Figure 3.7.Design methodologyfor automaticallygenerating a d^ital-to-analog convener.
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Student workii^ with Professors Gray and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli came upwith the module

generation methodology shown in Figure 3.7.^^ The generator takes information about the

fabrication process, topology information, DAC des^ equations, and MOS models and

performs circuit synthesis. This design is then automatically laid out and simulated, andthe

results are fedback into the synthesizer. This cycle is repeated many times until the design is

fully optimized. While the final DAC synthesized did perform admirably well, according to

the author "design development time for synthesis from start to finish is several months -

comparable to custom des^." [12] The DAC designed in this paper was built in

approximately six weeks, suggesting that automatic module generation does not provide a

significant design time decrease.

It should be noted that this excellent scaling result only results when the desired

accuracy is e^ht bits or less. For a higher degree of accuracy, it is no longer feasible to use an

array of only unit-element weighted current sources, as the number of cells grows

exponentially. Ihis requires a DAC composed of both unit-element and binary-we^hted

current sources, and the optimal level of segmentation must be chosen. This adds

substantially more parameters to the high-level design of the DAC and thus does not lend

itself to scalable designs. Assuming the simple 100% segmented design, the approximate

amount of area required for an ^^-bit DACcanbecalculated:

AreaQAc ~^ -^cs 0'2V2 Aq^

Acs represents the area of one current source. The total area is thensimplythe area from the

current source matrix added to the space taken bythe decodir^ circuits andbiasir^circuitry.
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Chapter 4

Eiq>eiiment Prototjpe and Testing Setup

4.1 Prototype

A prototype of the (%ital-to-analog converter was designed and built in an ST

Mcroelectronics 025 jimdouble-polyprocess. In thetest chip, two separate instances of the

DAGare included, a standalone onefor testing purposes as well as an integrated base station

transmitter. The entire test chip is 3 mm by5 mm, which is significandy more die area than

the circuits require; as can beseen in Figure 4.1, thecircuits only consume about 15% of the

die. The DAG itself is only250 jim by 300 p,m. Note that the die area size requirement is

dominated bythe pin count, with 32 digital input pins necessary to get the digital input data

stream aboard the chip. To meet fabrication requirements, dummy layers were added to the

areas that did not containanycircuitry.

The DAGconsists of several main components, which canbeclearly identified inthe
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layout in Figure 4.2. On the left is a bypass capacitor block to reduce noise on the current

source biasing line. Beneath it is the high-STving biasing circuit. The rectangular blockon the

top of the DACis the multiplexor, which feeds into the rowand column decoders. These

are located to the right of the current source array and direcdy above the current source

array. The final component is the 16 by 16 grid of current source cells, which are the

dominant consumers of area.

4.2Test Boaid Schematic Design

Designing the board to test the chip proved significantly more difficult than

expeaed. There were several hurdles to overcome, including affixing the test chip to the

board using chij>on-board technology; translating 3.3 volt input signals fromthe HP pattem

generator down to the 2.5 volt signals required for the chip; separating the various power

and ground planes on the board so noisy digital signals would not couple in and hurt the

analog components; and figurii^ out howto generate the necessary reference volt^es and

currents. The solutions to each of these will be discussed in detail next.

4.2.1 Chip-on-board Technology

First, instead of using a conventional pack^e forthechip, it was mounted direcdyto

the printed circuit board using chip-on-board technology. Usir^ this mounting method

drasdcally reduced the bondwire and lead inductance as it allowed the die to be placed much

closer to the pads.''* However, it required a more complex implementadon on the PC board

as the chip structure had to be created and added, rather than just affixing a simple

cormectorpackage.
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4.2.2 3.3volt to 2.5volt Voltage Translation

Unfortunately, the high-end HP pattern generator at the BWRC only generates 3.3-

volt logic signals - regardless of the pod purchased to use with it. This presented a difficulty

as the chip required 2.5-volt signals, and most of the pads did nothave overdrive protection.

A previous group had run into this difficulty and attempted to resolve it using a resistor-

divider network While this provided the correct voltage at the input of the chip, it also

slowed the inputs significantly (down from thehigh MHz range to the kHz, infact!). Forour

testir^ purposes, this was unacceptable. HP was consulted, and emphatically denied the

existence of any2.5-volt pod solution. At this point some serious web surfir^ was engaged

in an attempt to find a buffer chip fast enough to achieve the necessary 200 MFk voltage

translation. Eventually a device was found from Texas Instruments, the SN74LVOC3245A

octal bus transceiver that performed the translation at high speeds, and this was used to

loweralldigital inputsgnals from3.3-volts to 2.5 volts.

4.2.3 Ground and Power Pknes

The test chip had a remarkable number of Yjy^ and GND lines for one device.

Besides the standard d^tal power andground, there was a baseband digital power, baseband

analog power, andRFanalog power for a totalof fourrequired independent power sources!

To ensure that no noise coupling occurred between the various power lines, a multilayer

boardwas builtwithno morethan twowell-insulated powerplanes per layer.

4.2.4 Refeience Voltage and Cunent Creation

There were no less than ten independent voltage and current references sources

required for the chip. These included bias currents for the DAQ mixer, buffer, andlowpass
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filter circuits, as well as all the power and ground voltages. Options considered for

implementir^ these sources raidedfrom stackii^ multiple power supply boxes in the labto

addii^ chips on the board to generate each source. Hie latter won without much difficulty,

with voltage regulator (LM317EMPCI) and current source (LM334h^ devices from

National Semiconduaor beii^ utilized to create the necessaryvolt^es andcurrents.

4.3 Test Board Layout

Designii^schematics for KF PCB boards is relativelysimple. Doii^ the actual layout

is a process rankwith pitfalls. In this section, various techniques that were used durii^ the

layout of the test board will be discussed. Much of this knowledge is courtesy of Robert

Frye, a visiting researcher from Lucent Technologies.

4.3.1 Before Layout

Good preparation before you begin layout will save hours of grief. Before you do

anything else, order all the necessary parts. This avoids lastminute discoveries that a part is

on backorder for six weeks, or that there are only four parts available in the United States!

Next, decide which board technology is necessary. For this project, a standard 4-layer board

was chosen, with FR4usii^ as the dielectric (FR4 has a dielectric constant of about4.5). It is

tough to know at the beginning how many layers to use, but the deciding factor should

definitely howmany signals will be routed. There are generally not a large number of signals

on an analog/RF board; four layers should be sufficient. On a d^tal board, however,

consider using more than four layers. At this point it is a good idea to call the board

manufacture and find out specifics of their process. Find out the smallest via drill pitch

available, the different dielectric thickness*, the various board thickness', etc. These are all
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parametere thatare instrumental indetermining design decisions.

4.3.2 Beginning Layout

When ready to begin actual layout, it is critical to read the tool's "Getting Started"

documentation. Generally there are several steps that must be performed before actually

puttir^ down components; these include definir^ the board outline, placing mounting holes,

setting the layers correcdy, and definir^ part footprints and padstacks. At this point make

sure that there is afootprint that corresponds correctlyto everypart used inyour schematic.

4.3.3 Placing Components

Generally PCB tools allow the user to directly import schematics into layout,

automatically associating the correa footprint with each part. Some tools also have an

autoplacer, which attempts to locate each component in a useful area. Hiis fimctionality was

included in the OrCAD package we used, but since there were not that many components

and the quality of placement was far from guaranteed the parts were placed byhand. Some

key ideas inthis process: first, make sure that you separate anyd^tal components from their

analog coimterparts. These parts will probably have separate ground and power planes (via

split plane technolog)^, and routing the split planes gets difficult fast if the parts are

intermingled. Keeping the noisydigital supplies awayfrom the analog parts is also a bonus.

Next, take a careful look at vfiich components the pins on the chip imder test

cormea to. It sounds obvious, but if a supply cormects to the top of the chip, make sure to

put thatvoltage regulator on the top of the board! Similarly, any differential signals running
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Figure 5.1. Splitting thepower plane andconnectii^ to theplanes with a viabetween the CDB andit's
bond pads.

to a balun should be the same length to avoid anyphase shift between the two lines. To

ensure this is the case, placement of the components in the signal path should be evenly

spaced. Finally, all bypass capacitors and terminating resistors should be placed as close to

the chip as possible. Proper plapement makes routing a breeze, while poor placement can

make it a nightmare.

4.3.4Routii^ Power and Qound

KFcomponents are verysensitive to noise frompowersupplies on other areas of the

board, so it is important to different powersupplies separated. For our chip, we had no less

than four power supplies: digital power, analog baseband power, analog d^tal power, and

analog RFpower. This was just on-chip power; on the board there were a totalof tensupply
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Figuie 5^. Keyparameters forcalculating microstiip impedance.

voltages and four reference voltages. As many of these supplies were then split up for

measurement purposes (Le. it was necessary to be able to just turn on standalone

components or just turn ontheentire chain), there were eventually 17 different volt^es that

needed to be routed! This is a difficult task, especially when the chip beir^ routed to has 4

mil pads and an8 mil pitch. Tothrown another bone inthe pile, long thin power line traces

have asubstantial inductance at RF frequencies. Thus the dilemma: trying to route seventeen

separate voltages to thechip vithoutusing copper lines.

The solution is to split up the power plane layer into many different planes, and then

run these planes underneath the chip. The key to the success of this plan is the size of the

vias available. This board was originally designed with 20 mil drill hole vias, which are

extremely large relative to the size of the chip. However, after consulting our vendor we

realized that 8-mil vias were available. With this technology it was possible to place vias

between the chip-on-board package and its bond pads. Thus a trace could be run direcdy

from the bond pad to the via, and the via then cormected direcdytothe correct power plane.

This system is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This removes two headaches: the problematic

inductance from lor^ power lines and the routing difficulty of multiple power supplies. One

key note: make sure that the board tool is correcdy cormecting signals to the plane layers.

This should beevident bytheappearance ofthermal reliefs on thelayer thevia cormects to.
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4.3.5 Routing Signal Lines

After the tmuma of splittii^ the power layers, routir^ the signal lines is quite

relaxing. The only traces that are extremely critical are the matched impedance lines,

generally specified at 50 ohms. To ensure that these are the correa impedance, there are

three parameters needed: the dielectric constant (for FR4, this is about 4.5), the thickness in

mils of the dialectric, and the thickness of the copper trace. Figure 5.2 illustrates the

necessary dimensions. For our board, ounce copper was used, which corresponds to

approximately .6 mils. The dielectric thickness was 6 mils. Using a program called AppCad

(as well as confirming with the board manufacturer), to generate the desired 50 ohm

impedance 10mil microstiip lines were necessarywith 20mil spacing.

4.3.6. Last Steps

When the board is complete, it is useful to perform a few double-checks. Higlilight

each net to see howcleanly it is wired - often, there is significant more twisting andtumir^

than necessary. Next, turn on only one layer at a time. This can provide a very revealing

illustration of inefficiendy routed lines, as well as any crossed cormections. When satisfied,

print the various output files the board manufacturer desires, write a readme file, and send it

off!
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Conclusion

The goals of this research were seveialfold. First, different DAGarchitectures were

analyzed to determine the optimal topology for the given performance specifications.

Second, the exaaimplementation ofthe chosen architecture was invest^ated inan effort to

use the minimum amount of power while adhering to operational guidelines. After a

complete analysis, the block was simulated for functionality verification. Once confirmation

of correct operation was achieved, the chip was laid out and integrated with the rest of the

transmitter. Currently, the device is being fabricated anda board is being designed to testthe

transmitter when it comes back from the fab. All testing should be completed by early

December, 1999.
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5.2 Performance

Simulation results from Spice demonstrate that the DAC achieves all required

performance specifications in terms of si^nal-to-noise ratio, speed, and accuracy while

consuming only 2.5 mW of power and .075 mm^. Signal-to-noise ratio was approximately 60

dB, significantly above the requirement of 48 dB (calculated by 8 bits of accuracy at

approximately 6.02 dB/bit). The system achieved the 200 MHz performance benchmark in

testing while driving the load capacitance of the following mixer. Finally, there should be no

problems with accuracy as the current source transistors were sized in such a way that

matchir^ would not be a problem

However, simulations did show that there was significant glitch energy when the

input was fully switched (i.e. the digital input word went from 0 to 255 or vice-versa). For a

nanosecond or soafter the transition there would be a relatively large current spike. Some of

this error was due to simulation effects, such as having an ideal voltage source attached to

the output node to represent the following stages. However, even when the model was

improved to include a resistor in series with the source, the spike still appeared. One

plausible e^lanation for it is that as the voltages on the gates of differential switches are

changing, both switches are on for a finite period of time. This potentially allows more

current to flow from power to ground as both sides of the differential pair are conductir^.

The latch is also designed to keep at least one device on at all times to keep the cascoded

current source from going into triode or cutoff. While this serves an important purpose, in

future des^ns the trade-off between glitch energyand linearity should be examined carefully.

Functionally, this glitch did not cause a problem as the low-pass filter that follows the DAC

in the transmitter chain filtered out the h^-frequency content in the analog signal
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However, for a design that is focused on low-power performance, this is a non-negligible

eneigy-wasting factor that should be eliminated.

5.3 Scaling into the Future

As loi^ as the accviracy requirement of the DACremains at 8 bits, this design should

scale happily into the sunset. However, rumblings from the system designer of the

transmitter are that the next version will require a 10-bit DAC If this turns out to be the

case, some s^pificant redes^ could be required. Simplyscaling the arrayup to 1024 current

sources will probably require too much power and area, and a more segmented design (i.e.

some binary-weighted current sources) will have to be implemented. Nevertheless, there

could be some significant design reuse if the unit-element array of this current DACis used

in the next-generation des^. Improved control logic and the binary-we^hted sources

would have to be concatenated with the unit element DAC

Aside from fundamental changes in the accuracy requirements of the converter, it

should scale quite effectively with technology - up to a point. Currendy, the main design

constraint on the size andpower consumption is the amount of current needed to drive the

following stage, and is simply a function of the load capacitance on the output. As devices

getsmaller, however, this load capacitance will shrink extremely quickly, to the pointwhere

it could become negligible and not a concem for speed requirements. Instead, the noise and

matching requirements and will be the limiting factor in how small the DAC can be and

what kind of power it will require. In an analogous fashion, a similar transformation is

happening now with digital des^n: while load capacitance from large gate fanout used to be
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the dominant speed limiter, with shrinking device sizes the interconnect capacitance is now

the main factor. Regardless, in future des^ns this emerging trend should be examined

carefully.

5.4 Summaiy

This projea involved designing an integrated CMOS digital-to-analog converter for

use in wireless radio transmitter. The performance specifications were 8-bits, 200 MHzwhile

driving at least a 10 picofarad load in the following stage. Several possible topologies were

analyzed, and the chosen architecture was optimized for adequate performance with

minimum power consumption. After full-custom layout implementation (including full

integration with the rest of the transmitter chain), the chip is currently beir^ fabricated in a

double-poly, 6-metal layer 0.25 jiim process at ST Microelectronics. A test board is being

designed to validate the performance when it arrives back from the fab.
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^pendix A:Basics of Transmitter SystemDesign

A quick overview of the wireless system design used in theBWRC WCDMA spread-

spectrum system may be useful to certain readers (it certainly was to me!). In the digital

backend, the datais modulated with QPSK encoding. This creates a 4 pointconstellation, as

seen in figure A.1. Eachpoint inthe constellation becomes onesymbol, andthus our system

has 2 bits per symbol. This relatively lownumber of bits per symbol is due to the inherently

noisy channels that wireless system encounter, other systems use more complex

constellations (such as 64-QAM in cable modems), but these modulation schemes are too

susceptible to interference fromneighboring chaimels for use inwireless systems.^^

The two bits that make up each symbol are divided into two channels, generally

labeled in-phase and quadrature. Thus each symbol is divided into two data streams (I and

Q), each running at 800 kHz. Performing the simple math, this gives each user a data rate of

1600 bits per second. At this point - still in the digital backend - the bitstream is multiplied

by a spreading sequence (Figure A2). The spreadii^ sequence is running at 12.5 MFk,

which is known as the chip rate of the system. Each user has a unique spreading code, and

this allows the receiver to decode the incomii^ s^nal and receive the correa data. Using a

spreading sequence is the main idea behind all CDMA and has several nice properties. First,

Q(imaginary) the power spectral density of the signal is spread

* outacross amuch wider frequency range, making

I it more resistant to unexpeced noise sources in

the chaimeL This is illustrated in F^t»re A3.

Figure A.14 Point Constellation. Second, the spreadh^ sequences tend to be
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Wymbol

Symbol Sequence

Spreading Sequence

Multiply

Final Signal

Figure A.2.Spreadii^ of initial symbol sequence.

oithogonal to otherspreading sequences, also provides significant noise reduaion. At

this point, the d^tai processing is essentially complete, and the backend outputs two digital

bitstreams at 12.5 MHzapiece.

At this point, the analog frontend conies into play. The two digital bitstreams first

enter the D/A converters and are converted into an analog representation in the current

domain. System simulations with Matlab determined the specifications of the converter, for

this WCDMA designed here, 8 bits were sufficient. This analog signal - now running at 200

frequency

12.6 MHz (chip rate)I 800 kHz (symbol rate)

Figure A3. Powerspectral density plotof symbol andchipsymbols.
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imaginary

frequency

Figure A.4a. FFT of baseband signal

real

inr»ginary

Carrier ^ ^ frequency

Figure A.4c.Mixed with sin.

imaginary

Camer
frequency

Figure A.4b.Afixed withcosine.

real

imaginary

Camer frequency

Figure A.4d. 18cQ channels mixed withsinand
cosine and then added

MHz - is thenfiltered bya sii^ie-pole RCcircuit. Asimple sii^le-pole filter is sufficient due

to the speed of the DAG

The filtered output is then mixed up to the carrier frequency, 2.0 GHz for this

specific implementation. The I channel is mixed with a sin wave, while the Q channel is

mixed with a cosine wave. This results in a non-symmetric frequency spectrum centered

around the carrier frequency, allowing use of the full bandwidth allocated to the system. To
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explain this phenomenon, examine Figure A4. In A4a, the fourier transform of random I

andQ signals is shown, at the baseband levelWhen the signals are upconverted with cosine,

theyare both reproduced at the carrier frequency, as in A4b. When theyare upconverted

with sin, theyare again reproduced at the carrier frequency, but shifted 90degrees (A4c). As

the signals are both symmetric, if one of these options is chosen, halfthe bandwidth is beir^

wasted with a redundant signal. If, however, the I is mixed with cosine and Q is mixed with

sin you get an asymmetric output as shown in A4d. The entire used spectrum contains

unique information.

After mixing, the two channels are added andthis single s^nal is amplified. After its

long journey, the data is finally free to leave the antenna and head into the wild blue yonder

(assuming, of course, that "wild blue yonder" refers to about 10 feet or less of BWRC lab

space). And that, in three pages, is how a wideband CDMA spread spectrum transmitter

works!
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^pendix B:Binaiyto ThennometerDecoding

Here is a schematic of the circuit implemented to perform the binaiy-to-

thermometer decoding. The logic used was inspired by a 3-bit decoder implementation by

Mild et aL^^ Although fully functional, the design has several levels of gates that could

potentially be reduced beyond the current number. Furthermore, extendir^ the logic to a

larger number of bits - say 5 - would be very difficult and possibly require a complete

redesign. Razavi mentions that it is possible to create a "modular form applicable to higher

word ler^jths," but does not give any details. [3] This will be something to explore in the

next revision of the DAQ However, it may not be necessary because any expansion in the

number of bits would probably be handled byan increase in the amount of segmentation

(i.e. some binary bits would be added rather than 256 more current sources).
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AppendixO Schematics and Layouts

This section provides illustrations of the various blocks created for the des^. As

most ofthe design decisions have been explained earlier in the paper, the impoitant aspects

ofeach block will be highlighted but not described ingreat detail.

Ct Digital Components

There are two entirely digital implementations inthe design, the multiplexor and the

binaiy-to-thermometer decoder. The binaiy-to-thermometer decoder was described in

Appendix B and will not be described again. The multiplexor is built from standard cell

components, so the layout will not be shown (see Figure C1 for the schematic). It simply

consists ofachain ofei^ht 4-to-1 muxes. The 200 MHz clock signal is fed into apair offlip-

flops, which act as 2 bit counter, countii^ from zero to three every four clocks. This cycles

through each individual multiplexor input at an effective clock rate of 200 MHz - even

though the inputs to the muxes are only changing at 50 MHz. Simple but devastatii^ly

effective. Of course, this still requires the clock to come on-board at 200 MHz. The HP

pattem generator can provide a 200 Mhz signal, butnota perfectly square wave. With a little

luck the s^nal itgenerates will be sufficient for the clock signal
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C2. Analog Components

C2.1. Current Source Cell

Hie current source cell is the critical part of the design due to the fact that it is

repeated 2^ times in a 100% segmented architecture. As mentioned earlier, the important

design parameter is the current generated byeach current source, seleaed to be 10 mA for

this design. The layout is shown in Figure C2. When first des^, standard cells were used

s«>

Figure C2. Currentsourcecelllayout.
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for the d^tal decode logic, but this plan was scrapped when it was apparent that this would

be quiet wasteful in terms of area^ Thus the cell is a full custom design. There are several

interesting aspects. First, the goal was to keep the block perfectly square to minimize area

consumption. Second, global lines - such as Col, Row^, Rowisj.,, the cascode bias voltage,

Qk, etc. - had to enterthe cell andexit the cell at the same horizontal or vertical position so

that the cells could be abutted together in anay fashion. This saved annoyii^ des^ time

when connecting up the 256 cells! Finally, antenna protection diodes were placed wherever

there was room to increase manufacturability - though this isn*t a tremendously important

issue for a test chip! The schematic for the current source is shown on the next page in

F^ure G3.

C2.2. Cascode Biasing Circuit

The cascode biasing circuit used is a standard h^h-swing biasii^ circuit, as anyone

who has ever suffered through Gray and Meyer is fully aware! The main design challenge is

in getting the circuit to function effectively at 2.5 volts - this does not leave much

headroom, risking dropping the current source outof saturation. Essentially, thecircuit takes

a standard cascode biasing circuit and adds a voltage-level-shifting device in series with the

gate of the cascaded transistor (inthis circuit, the cascode transistor is M38/M54; the device

has been fingered to provide better matching to the current sources it is biasing). The

volt^e-level-shiftii^ device is M41-M46 (again, representing one filtered transistor), which

acts as a source-follower circuit. The resulting voltjge on the gate of the cascode transistor is

Vj. + 2AV rather than the standard 2(Vj.+AV), increasir^ the output swing by a very

beneficial . The schematic and layout are shown in Figures C4 and C5, respectively; as

there isonlyone bias circuit in thedesign, no time was spent to minimize the layout area.
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C2.3. Complete DAGLayout

Figure C6 contains the finished layout. Isn't she a beauty? That alldepends on how

well it works, of course! 0.25 pm technology results in very impressive area numbers; the

entire DAG isonly250 by300 pm, resulting in anarea of only0.075 square millimeters! This

resulted in a tremendous amount of unused area on our2 mm by5 mmtestchip. Of course,

the area is necessary to have enough pins to get all thec%ital input signals in. Once the back-

end digital design is complete, the entire transmitter will probablyfit ina4 mm^ package.

The floorplan of the complete digital-to-analog converter is as foUows. The vast

majority of the layout area is dominated bythe current source array, which is the 16 by16

grid. On the far left of the design is the 32-to-8 bit multiplexor. The outputs of the

multiplexor feed row and column decoders, implemented as two identical binary-to-

thermometer decoders. Kfere the benefits of spending extra des^ time to make the current

source cell square again come into play, as very little excess wiring was needed to coimect

both the row and column decoders to the current source array. At the bottom right comer is

the cascode bias circuit, and the gigantic rectangle on the bottom of the design is a bypass

capacitor to reduce the noise on the current source voltage biasing line. The capacitor is

probably significantly larger than necessary, but as the design needed to be rectangular for

easier integration into the full-chip floorplan, all the extra space was used for this bypass

capacitor. At the top right are the two output lines carrying and Iq^jj . Quite a bit of

workfor twolittle signals!
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